Offset transients modulate attentional capture by sudden onsets.
Recent research with visual search tasks has suggested that stimuli which appear as sudden onsets (new objects) have attentional priority over stimuli that are created by removing segments of premasks (non-onset stimuli). Attentional capture by sudden onsets occurs despite the fact that the appearance of these new objects predicts neither the identity nor the location of the target in the visual search task. In three experiments, we examined the extent to which attentional capture by sudden onsets could be modulated by offset transients used to create non-onset objects. To that end, we systematically manipulated the ratio of non-onset to onset stimuli in the display (display ratio) as well as the ratio offset to onset segments between the stimulus types (stimulus ratio). Increases in either the stimulus ratio or the display ratio resulted in increases in the visual search for the onset targets. These results suggest that the ability of sudden onsets (new objects) to capture attention is influenced by stimulus-driven factors, such as environmental change. Interestingly, the results also indicated that goal-directed or purposeful search for sudden-onset (new object) targets was relatively uninfluenced by the amount of change in the visual display. Therefore, it would appear that environment change has differential effects on goal-directed and stimulus-driven search. These results are discussed in terms of their implications for our understanding of attentional capture.